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Foreword to first edition

Mainstream historians do not usually attach much importance to visual
images.Their sourcematerialsare for the most part written documents,and
they produce books which are above all to be read. To try to understand
social and political history is to engagein an activity which is above all
literary. It is the words which count. The illustrations containedin works of
history are perhapsa little more numerousnow than they were fifteen years
ago, but they are still normally very few and very conventionaland are in
every sense separate from the text. Modem historians may use old
photographsto give an impression of what people, streets, workplaces or
warfare looked like, but they seldom use them as evidenceor discusstheir
messages.
Meanwhile, new historical specialismsare arising, which, modelled, it
seems,on the history of, and do indeed give appropriateimportanceto the
history of design,of photography,the cinemaand television etc., but tend to
carry their subject matter away from the concernsof the general historian.
Such specialistshave a lot to say about how to analyse images from the
past, but much less about the use of images in enhancing historical
understanding.The visual componentin the processof learning about the
pastthus tendsto be underestimatedand neglectedall round.
In this respect, Michael Freeman's book about Nazi Germany is
innovative. It is much more than an historical atlas: he has succeededin
representingmost of the important themes in the political, economic and
military history of the Third Reich in the form of diagrams,charts, graphs
and tables,as well as of mapsand photographs.Theseimagesare an integral
part of what he has written on each theme. His historical summaries
commenton the material, and the imagesdocumentpart of his expositionor
argument. He has composed the book in a highly self-conscious and
deliberate manner which has involved much researchand a great deal of
painstakingrevision in order to reach the best possiblerelationshipbetween
text and image on eachspreadof pages.
The book is intended for sixth-formers, university studentsand serious
generalreaders.(Those looking for anotherpicture book on Nazi Germany
should stop reading here.) And they will be among the best judges of the
value of his approach.Professionalexpertson recent Europeanhistory will
find some summariesof recent researchand debates,and they may also
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Foreword to fIrst edition

extend their knowledge of the geographyof Germany; above all, however,
they may come to appreciate,as I have done, how complicatedhistorical
issues can be illuminated and clarified when they are presented as a
combinationof image and prose,diagramand description.
Perhapsit is helpful to give an exampleof this from my own work. In the
past fifteen years some historians of Nazi Germany have come to attach
great significance to the fluidity of the institutions of the dictatorship. The
processesof decision-makingand the channelsof commandwere anything
but uniform and clear, and the various ministries, party agencies,military
and police authoritiesdevotedgreat energy and ingenuity to competingwith
each other for a greater share of the expanding dictatorial powers of the
regime. These conflicts probably (not every historian agrees) had a
considerableinfluence over the policies finally sanctionedor chosen by
Hitler. The relevant facts and the interpretationsto which they give rise are
complicated and often technical; many detailed monographs have been
written aroundthe theme,but it remainsdifficult to give a summaryaccount
of this aspectof the Third Reich which is intelligible to non-experts.Such
accounts, my own included, are all too often congested and allusive,
strenuous efforts to make language adequate to the tortuous growth
processesof the regime and its policies in general. How much clearer all
this becomeswhen we are presentedwith a series of maps and diagrams
which tum 'overlappingjurisdictions' and 'confusedpatternsof power and
responsibility' into visual realities. The abstractnounsgain enormouslyfrom
being illustrated.
This is the main reasonwhy I believe that Michael Freeman'sbook will
be useful and instructive. He makesdifficult and important topics accessible
to readerswho may not yet know a great deal about Nazi Germany,without
in any way condescendingto them in the mannertypical of popularisers.
Tim Mason
Rome, September1986

Preface to first edition

This book started life over an impromptu lunchtime discussionwith David
Croom in the spring of 1984. It was originally intendedas a short, popular
exposition on the Third Reich, but under Tim Mason'seditorial eye and as a
result of a certain internal momentum,it turned out to be rather more serious
in intent and coverage.However, restrictionsof time and money renderedit
impossible to make a comprehensivesearch for original cartographic
materials. None of the relevant United States archives was searched,for
example.In Germany,the only repository examinedwas the Bundesarchiv,
which proved to have a disappointingly restricted set of material relating
specifically to the National Socialist regime, although it is clear that some
items lie in special archival groups like the Speer Collection. The greater
body of original cartographicsourceshas been found, in fact, in Oxford, in
the map collections of the Bodleian Library and the School of Geography.
Some of these materials were collected in the normal run of accessions,
notably up to 1939. Other material was acquiredrelatively recently from the
Directorateof Military Survey. Somealso derivesfrom the period during the
war when the School of Geographywas a centreof naval intelligence work,
particularly for the compilation of some of the Admiralty Handbooks,
although those covering Germany were completed in Cambridge where,
unhappily, few records survive. For the rest of the book's illustrative
material, it will become immediately apparent that, apart from official
printed sourcessuch as the Statistischesfahrbuch, there is a heavy reliance
on existing published work. The range of this is enormous and was the
primary causeof the extensionfrom one to two years in the time taken to
complete the book. It is the individuals whose names are credited on the
illustrations who warrant the first acknowledgement.Without their research
and writing effort, the book would have beena far more difficult task. If the
results of their researchhave been misdirectedor misusedin any way, I can
but offer apologiesand beg the chanceto rectify it in later editions. Special
thanks must go also to the librarians and library staffs who have assistedme
in searchesfor literature, particularly RosamundCampbell at St Anthony's
College, Oxford, which housesa remarkablespecial collection on the Third
Reich, and Elspeth Buxton at the School of Geography.Gordon Smith, of
Keble College, Oxford, suggested various improvements to the text,
particularly in those parts dealing with the war. David Croom, of Croom
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Helm, has been a marvellousstimulant to the project, in material as well as
in mental ways. However, my deepestgratitude must be reservedfor Tim
Mason, who has been ever patient, always exacting in comment and
criticism, and adept at giving encouragementwhen interest or confidence
flagged. I absolvehim of all responsibility for any weaknessesin the book.
It is first and foremostmy own creation.But it would have beenmeasurably
inferior without his enormousfund of knowledge, his scholarshipand his
acutenessof perception.
The illustrations have all been drawn by Jayne Lewin, who has handled
the task with characteristicpatience and good sense.The transformations
from author's 'roughs' into finished products have sometimes been
remarkableto see.
I am also grateful to Andrew Goudie, Professorof Geographyat Oxford,
for the general support that he has enabled me to have in the School of
Geographythere. The University of Oxford also helped by making travel
funds availablefor my researchin Germany.
Michael Freeman
Oxford, September1986

Preface to secondedition

The first edition of this book was out of print in the United Kingdom within
three years of its original publication. Preliminary stepswere taken in 1990
for Routledge (Croom Helm's successorpublisher) to produce a second
edition, only to abandonthe proposala year later. It is in this context that I
must thank my colleague,John Stevenson,for introducing me to Andrew
MacLennanof Longman and helping to set in motion a new edition under a
different imprint.
The overall format of the book has remainedunchangedand the bulk of
the illustrative material has been reproducedin unmodified form, except
where the shift from two- to one-colourprinting necessitatedalterationsfor
reasonsof interpretative clarity. The principal revisions have been textual
ones, to try to accommodatethe continuing additions to the already vast
literature of the Nazi regime. A number of sections (for example, that
dealing with the war itself - Part Five) survive relatively intact. But others
(for example,Part Three on Society) have been very substantiallymodified
in the light of recentresearch.
The revision has been greatly helpedby the formidable library resources
availableto me in the University of Oxford. I am grateful to PeterHayward,
Senior Cartographer at the School of Geography, who organised the
reproduction of the illustrative material in one-colour form and made
necessary alterations. Finally, I must thank Tim Kirk, author of The
LongmanCompanionto Nazi Germany,for readingover the revisedtext and
offering commentsaccordingly. The original role of consulting editor was
performed by the late Tim Mason. His Foreword to the first edition is
reproducedhere and I must once again record the enormousmeasureof his
input when the original book was compiled. Moreover, in making the
revision, I have returned to the many notes and letters that Tim wrote in
responseto my various first drafts. They have been a renewed source of
commentand inspiration.
Michael Freeman
Oxford, June 1994
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Introduction

Almost a decade has passedsince the substanceof this book was first
compiled.l In that time, what was recently unthinkablehas becomereality:
the two Germaniesare now one. The phenomenonof Germandivision and
the existence of a communist-controlledregime in the east, the German
DemocraticRepublic, was for more than 40 years a potent reminder of the
legacy of National Socialism. The dramatic collapse of that regime in
1989/90 and the subsequentmovement towards unification lead some to
think that the Nazi era would at last be able to passinto history. But such a
view has proved na·ive to say the least. The emergenceof a new German
national state not only raised elsewhere in Europe questions about the
hegemonicpotential (especiallyin economicterms) of a country of some78
million people, but also threw the spotlight back on to the historical
experienceof the unified Germanstatein the senseof Germansrecoveringa
measure of historical continuity or legitimacy. The years of the Nazi
dictatorship have thus re-emerged upon the contemporary agenda,
dramatically enhanced at times by the protests and mob violence of
Neo-Nazi groups, particularly in the east, where the ending of years of
political repressionhas exposedthe frustrations of youth, intensified in tum
by the destructionof normality and the uncertain prospects
of life dominated
by a prosperousand powerful neighbour,the former FederalRepublic.
Against this backdrop, the literature on Nazi Germany continues to
accumulatein burgeoningfashion. The demiseof communismhas also aided
this processin another sense:increasingbodies of archival materials have
now become freely accessible in ways that were not so before. The
literature, too, remains- as was remarkedupon in the book's first edition characterisedby intense and often bitter controversy. Nowhere was this
apparentthan in the Historikerstreit, a battle or quarrel about the Germans'
understandingof their history which raged in the Germanpress over 1986
and 1987.2 This centred upon attempts to historicise or relativise the Nazi
past and upon the resulting accusationsof trivialisation that such efforts
brought, particularly in relation to the Holocaust. Somecommentatorshave
since come to regard the Historikerstreit as superfluous,3in that it merely
reflected, if in particularly acutely contested form, what were already
recognisedas long-standing questions in the writing of history, of Nazi
history especially. According to Kershaw, these comprise three basic
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dimensions:historical-philosophical,political/ideological, and moral.4 They
help to explain why, as the first edition of this book remarked,surveys of
the historiographyof the Third Reich take the appearanceof a never-ending
Agatha Christie novel. The successionof eventsand processescontinuesto
be re-examined,re-sortedand re-Iocated to make for new readings of the
plot such that any intelligible denouementbecomessteadily more remote.
Kershaw,in his latest exhaustive,if exhausting,accountputs it more simply:
'there appears . . . to be an inverseratio betweenthe massiveextensionof
empirical researchon the Third Reich and the embodimentof such research
in full-scale synthesis'.5 For the scions of postmodernism,of course, this
signals nothing unsatisfactory.As Harvey records: 'Post-modernismswims,
even wallows, in the fragmentary and the chaotic currents of change as if
that is all there is.'6 Lyotard's 'incredulity towards metanarratives'invites
dismissalof projects which seek 'synthesis'?The myriad interpretationsof
and perspectiveson the Third Reich offer, in the mould of Derrida, for
example, their own distinctive discourse.8 Not unrelated to the issues of
postmodernismis the crisis of representationthat has been noted in the
social sciencesand the humanities.9 Williams thus attemptsto explicate the
environmental history of the Black Mountains using the novel form,
reconstitutinga life-world in which the narrative accountis presentedfrom
above and below in a mannerwhich does not really admit of closure except
in so far as the readerdetermines.1O There are sensesin which one can see
such works as Christabel Bielenberg's The Past is Mysetfl or Thomas
Keneally's Schindler'sListl2 as in part echoing the form in the context of
knowledgeof the Third Reich.
The present book might be viewed as a further experiment in
representationin that it seeksto provide a graphic accountof the outward
face and the inward structuresof the Third Reich. It tries to portray the
Third Reich in ways which provide an immediacy of communicationthat is
achievedonly with much more difficulty in the consecutiveform of prose.It
is a remarkable,and in this writer's view, disconcertingfeature of the vast
body of the literature on the Third Reich that it is so lacking in graphic
representation.Broszat's penetrating and convincing analysis, The Hitler
State, for example, confines its graphic presentation to Nazi election
performance,a single linkage diagramon party-staterelations,and tables on
the sociological structure of party membershipand on political and other
crimes.13 Hidden in both text and footnotes, though, is much statistical and
other material which, if it could have been suitably presented,would have
lent a greaterimmediacy and clarity to many of the facets being analysed.
The argumentmay be put that the complexity and constantstate of flux of
so many structuresand organisationsof the Third Reich make invalid any
semi-formal articulation of them. But the obverse of this argumentis that
such featureslend even greaterforce to some form of graphic presentation.
It may be the casethat, metaphoricallyspeaking,the movementof the chess
pieceson the board steadily reconstitutesthe rules of the game,but this does
not render any less valid the identification of the pieces,or of their pattern
on the boardat anyonetime and the circumscribingeffects that result.
It is not just with 'graphicacy',though, that this book is concerned.More
fundamentally,it attemptsto exposesomeof the geographicaldimensionsof
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the Third Reich. This doesnot meanthe compilation of somesort of 'place'
inventory - although there are elementsof this, for examplethe caseof the
expandingeconomic organisationof the Schutzstaff/enor SS. Nor does it
primarily focus on distributionalpatternsin space,althoughonce again there
are examplesof this, as in Part Four. It refers most of all to what has come·
to be describedas the dialectics of space.Whereasit has beenconventional
in western marxism to think only of the dialectics of time, more recently
there has beena concernto addressthe ways in which spaceforms an active
not a passiveconstruct in social production and reproduction.Spaceis no
longer treated as 'the dead, the undialectical, the immobile'.14 Capitalism
sustainsitself not just through such mechanismsas time-spaceannihilation,
but through occupying space in the search for renewed means of
accumulation.15 Capitalism,in effect, yields its own historical geographyas
parts of the landscapeare successivelyvalued, devaluedand revaluedin the
circulatory ferment.16 For a state which left the forces of economic
production, particularly industrial production, very largely in the hands of
private business,the Third Reich forms an apt subjectfor such a perspective.
This can be conceivednot just in terms of the familiar thesis that territorial
annexation and conquest from 1938 onwards represented an outward
resolutionof the crisesof capital that the Nazi state was undergoingby this
timeY It can be related also to the internal resolutions or workings of
capital, either within the area constituting the GreaterGerman Reich or in
the more extended realms of SS domination. There were, for instance,
windfall profits to be made in the east through the aryanisationof Jewish
businessesand the use of forced labour.18 This naturally acted to deflect
capital away from traditional but less profitable foci of industrial enterprise
in areaslike the Ruhr.19 The acquisition of standingiron and steel capacity
through annexationand conquestlikewise had implications for traditional
investmentcentres,including thosewhich flowed from policies of autarky.
In consideringthe dialecticsof space,however,it is not just upon capital
that the focus should rest. It is necessaryto look more broadly at the fabric
of power, in particular to the four primary power blocks that propelled the
Third Reich on its brief historical course:the army, the SS, the stateand the
Party. Not only is it an essentialpart of any analysisof the Third Reich to
examine the relations and alliances of these blocks and the way the
influence of one or other altered as the war progressed,for instance.It is
also vital to considerthe incongruenciesand tensionsthat flowed from the
differing spatial structuresthrough which their powers were exercised.The
Third Reich exhibited some remarkably dissonant administrative field
systems,as Part Two will endeavourto show.
The most startling geographical feature of the Third Reich was
undeniablythe scale of its territorial extensionand areal conquest.By 1942
it constitutedone of the most rapidly made land empires in history. It was
over 3,200 kilometres from the German naval baseson the west coast of
France to the Russian front in the Don Basin. The furthest longitudinal
extent of Versailles Germanywas only about 950 kilometres, and even that
distancewas interruptedby the Polish corridor. The resourcevalue of such a
land base foran advancedindustrial statelike Germanywas formidable. But
advancedcapitalist economiesare not made from the simple accumulation
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of coal, mineral and manufacturing bases, however numerous. They are
created, too, through the emergence of complex lineaments of
communication,from the working out of myriad systemsof comparative
advantage, involving production linkages and trading reciprocities of
multitudinous form. This provided one of the major difficulties under which
the expandedThird Reich laboured. Already in 1939 the communications
systemof Germanyproper (the Altreich) was strainedfrom the expansions
and re-orientationsthat Hitler's re-armamentand autarkic policies imposed
upon the economy.20With the territorial annexationsof that period and,
later, territorial conquests,the problems intensified. Of course the regime
could utilise the communicationssystemsof annexedor occupiedterritories
(though much less easily in Russia, where the wider railway gauge was a
severe impediment), but these, and more critically the structuresof trade
relations, had evolved in the context of largely independent national
development.They did not readily interlock into a new style of European
industrial economy which was targeted towards German needs and the
Germancore area,following a neo-colonialsystemof resourceassemblage.
The Reichsbahnwas soon to register these strains as locomotives, rolling
stock and manpowerwas eked out over an increasinglydiffuse network and
as trans-Europeanline-hauls accumulatedin number and scale as the war
21 The extensiveautobahnsystem that Nazi plannersenvisaged
progressed.
for central Europe offered a potential solution, but the German autobahn
system itself remained very incomplete at the outbreak of war and the
completedsections,anyway, were equivocally economicin their objective.22
Given the Third Reich's transport problems, one would have expected
autobahn construction to have been given some priority after 1939; in
23
practice,new constructionwas almostentirely abandoned.
The exigencies of war, of course, wove their own pattern into these
difficulties of resource transfer and assembly. The war fronts required a
continuousstreamof supplies andmaterials,food and men. Where attrition
formed the primary mould of combat, the front becamea bottomlesssink
into which materialsand men were poured.So as trainloadsof requisitioned
resourcesand conscriptedforeigners rumbled into Germany from former
countriesof Europe and from Russia,there was a counter-streamof troops
and weaponry.
As the Third Reich evolved, therefore, especially after 1936, it was
attempting to forge entirely new sets of spatial relations, but it was never
fully able to realiseor servicethese,and in this respectit can be arguedthat
distanceproducedits own tyranny. To borrow the terminology of Le Febvre,
Nazi 'representationsof space' came into collision with standing 'spatial
practices,?4 Moreover, time proved too short to remould the diverse
economic-industrialbasesof the annexedand conqueredterritories into a
unitary pan-Germansystem and to evolve a complementaryprofile of
communicationand trade infrastructures.The way the traditional dominance
of the Ruhr was maintained to the very end of the war demonstratesthe
regime's relative bankruptcy in remodelling the European economicindustrial realm to meet its purposes more clearly, notwithstanding the
legendary efforts of Speer'swar ministry to systematisethe utilisation of
annexedand conqueredresourcegroupings.The Ruhr's position was a very
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evident strategic weakness,as 1944 and 1945 were to prove.25 But it also
becameprogressivelysub-optimal in location terms as the frontiers of the
Reich expanded.The developmentof a more easterlyindustrial complex, on
the scaleof the Ruhr, would have madereal sensein terms of the economics
and logistics of location. But this ascribesto the Third Reich a dominanceof
economic purpose which was manifestly absent. Economic optima and
economic consistency were frequently and increasingly compromisedby
ideological designs. In this way, thousandsof skilled Jews were deported
from vital German and Polish war factories mid-way through the war for
exterminationin death camps like Auschwitz.26 But even in its progressive
drive to liquidate Europe'sJews,the regime was caughtin the samedistance
web as that experiencedin the economic-industrialsystem.SS demandsfor
deportation trains to serve points as far afield as south-westFrance and
southernGreecemerely exacerbatedthe Reichsbahn'smany problems.And
it was not just through racial ideology that economic efficiency was
compromised.As Peukerthas recorded,there was no over-archingrole for
the state in economic management.The Nazi era effectively saw the
'privatisation' of the state - as state bodies were given quasi-private
economic functions and private firms were accordedquasi-statepowers.27
Goering'sFour-Year-PlanOrganisationexemplified theformer, the chemical
giant, I-G Farben the latter. The outcome, according to Peukert, was 'a
8
welter of jurisdictionsand responsibilities'.2
As the Third Reich grew in areal extent, posing all kinds of problemsof
spatial re-integrationon a Europe-widescale, it was upholding conceptsof
territory and maintaining maladjustedsystemsof territorial administration
which could only frustrate the difficulties.29 The singular power of Party
Gauleiters, in the style of territorial chieftains, was quite alien to the
operationof an advancedindustrial state. Speerand his armamentsministry
soon found this out to their cost when efforts were begun to harness
industrial production more clearly towards the needs of war.3D In the
Gauleiters'view, their territories were not intendedto be subservientto any
central or Reich authority. The interestsof the local party and the well-being
of the local population were their primary and sovereignconcerns,not the
wider workings of the German state, either in peace or in war. Similar
centrifugal or divergenttendencieswere characteristicof occupiedterritories
where Party strongmensometimeswielded even greaterpowers than their
counterpartsin the Reich proper. The Reichskommissariatof the Ukraine
under Erich Koch (contemporaneouslyGauleiter of East Prussia) was a
particular case in point. And the occupied territories presentedan entirely
separate problem in the way each displayed variant patterns of
3l
government.
In this sense,Hitler's great land empire was more a loose
federation under the over-arching eye of his leadership than a clearly
regulated,purposivecolonial realm.
The administrationof Germanyproper and, later, of the GreaterGerman
Reich presented another series of limitations. It was not only the
'Gau-kingdoms'which distractedfrom orderly national government,but the
way so few departments of Reich administration operated congruent
administrativefield systems,a feature that the rapid breakdownof cabinet
governmenttendedto cement. Even more critically, none of these systems
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bore any relationship to the Party Gaue, which were modelled on the
Reichstagelectoraldistricts of the 1920sand left largely unchangeduntil the
end of the war. To add to this complexity, moreover, the military operated
its own distinctive regional system which was later replicated in the SS.
Then there were still the remnants of the Lander which, although
emasculatedof separatepolitical power in the Gleichschaltungof spring
1933, remainedas basesfor the administrationof educationand other social
services.The outcome was thus a veritable maze of overlappingand often
conflicting jurisdictions, as Part Two demonstrates.The Nazi practice, too,
of appointing regional Party leadersto approximatelyparallel state offices
added to the confusion rather than reducing it. Some Gauleiters,for example,
quickly seized this as a pretext for pursuing their own designsby claiming
direct Fuhrer-authority over and above the traditional administrative
apparatusof the state.
The quasi-feudalismof the Nazi Gauleiters,along with, for example,the
absurd images of medieval chivalry cultivated in higher echelons of the
SS,32reflected, in a deepersense,what somehave come to regardas one of
the most fundamentaltensionsof modemcapitalism: the persistentbreaking
up of place, of environment-boundtraditions, as the forces of capital
constantly re-make geographicalspace.33 It is in this respectthat one can
begin to understand the apparent contradiction of a machine state,
combining all the latest in science and technology, becoming allied to a
racial myth groundedon German soil and in historical legend. The 'Blood
and Soil' syndrome,so beloved of Nazi propagandists,can be construedas
an attemptto anchorGermansociety in a world that appearedto many to be
in a constantstate of flux. The achievementsof German capitalism in the
later nineteenthcentury were not echoedin the first third of the twentieth.
Compoundedby defeat in war, German capitalism underwenta succession
of crises. It was not just that the lower middle classessaw their savings
evaporatein the great inflation but that the entire structure of work and
businessseemedto be increasinglyinsecureto many eyes. Thus was born a
reactionarymodernismwhich soughtto unite not divide class groupingsand
to do so by invoking the will of the state via the production of an
all-embracing social myth?4 According to Harvey, Heidegger based his
allegianceto the principles if not the practicesof Nazism on the rejection of
universal machine rationality as the basis for modem living, proposing
instead a 'counter-mythof rootednessin place and environmentally-bound
traditions,?5For Heidegger,this was the means to security in a turbulent
world. In such a context, the especially reactionary form that constituted
National Socialism representedone pathway (albeit devastatingly tragic)
towards realisationof Heidegger'sproject. It was a pathway which carried
with it much of the baggage of geopolitical theory, but it has to be
understood within the wider framework of the capitalist imperative. As
Geiss reminded the antagonistsof the Historikerstreit, concepts of centre
and periphery form an indispensablecategoryof study in the Nazi period.36
So even for somehistorians,the dialecticsof spacecannotbe escaped.
If the Third Reich was so riddled with discordant and disintegrative
tendencies,whether deriving from the processesof capital, the particular
exigenciesof war, or the insane demandsof racial ideology, it is hard to
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avoid leaning towards the functionalist or structuralist view of the Third
Reich as advocatedby Broszat,37 among others. In fact, it is largely this
perspectivethat informs the presentbook. Somewould argue,of course,that
there is, in any case,no credible basis to an intellectual perspectivewhich
seeksto synthesisediverse views of the nature of the Third Reich. Different
or competinginterpretationscannotbe understoodoutsideof their relational
frames or contexts. In geographical terms,few observerscan fail to be
struck by the way the Nazi empire was endeavouringto make far-reaching
alterations to the relationship of the German productive machine to the
geographicalenvironment. Policiesof economic autarky, areal annexation
and conquest, the logistical demands of war on two fronts and an
increasinglyfractured political dominion, all conspiredto make the friction
of distance,the dialectics of space,into a stark restricting frame. This was
no tabula rasa, in other words. And grandiose plans for continental
autobahnsand superbroad-gaugerailways offered little compromise.
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